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I

t's a trend that is
not going away.
U.S. consumers are
seeking out and willing
to pay a premium for
environmentally friendly
products. But there's a
catch-if you make a claim,
you have to back it up.

sometimes" believe such claims. In order

Third-party validation could also look

to trust a company statement, 45% say

like adding pictures of real people,

they need a third-party validating source.

places, or things, such as members of a

What might that third-party

village benefitting from your fair trade

validation look like?

practices or turbines on the wind farm

¥ If you are using sustainably

that helps to supply your renewable

produced paper in your direct mail,

energy. Or it could include providing

packaging, and signage, it might look

evidence of the use of carbon offsets or

like adding the appropriate logos,

plastic credits in the production of the

such as those from the Sustainable

product or packaging.

growing preference for sustainably

Forestry Initiative (FSI) or Forest

produced products is the "Business of

Stewardship Council (FSC).

There are many ways to
promote your environmental
commitment, so incorporate
language, certifications, logos,
and images into your packaging,
marketing communications,
and signage to tell your story!

Among the recent studies showing

Sustainability Index" from GreenPrint, a

¥ If you are sustainably managing the

company that helps businesses reach and

lifecycle of your products, it might

promote their sustainability goals. In its

include adding the logos of those

study, GreenPrint found the following:

certifications, such as Green Seal

¥ 77% of Americans are concerned
about the environmental impact of
products they buy.
¥ 78% of people are more likely to
purchase a product that is clearly

or Cradle-to-Cradle, or Green-e for
renewable energy.
¥ If you focus on social responsibility
and trade, it might be adding the
Fair Trade certification.

labeled as environmentally friendly.
¥ 64% of Americans are willing to
pay more for sustainable products.

64%

Despite the growing demand for
these products, however, the vast
majority of consumers (74%) don't know

Consumers Will
Pay More for
Environmentally
Friendly Products...
but There's a Catch

how to identify them. This is why it's
important to bring your environmental
commitment to their attention through
your messaging, images, and labeling.
This might sound straightforward, but
it requires some proof. While the majority
of consumers care about the environment,
they are also inherently mistrustful of
environmental claims. GreenPrint found,
for example, that when companies say
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they are environmentally friendly, 53%
of Americans say they "never" or "only
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W

hen you open your mailbox,
which piece do you notice

information kits containing booklets,

self-contained. Examples are those

prospecting letters, and college swag,

first? One of the letters and postcards?

that extend, slide, unfold, or pop up (or

such as bumper stickers or key tags. A

Or the brightly colored 8.5" x 5.5" x

out) into other dimensional shapes.

bank might promote the opening of a

.75" box with spicy graphics and teaser

Want Attention?

Dimensional mailers can also be

Let's say you are a beauty manufacturer

new branch with a mailer that pops up

copy printed on the front? Of course

promoting a new line of lipstick to

into the shape of a commercial building.

you will notice the dimensional mailer

high-income buyers. You could design

One marketer even grabbed attention

first, and so will your customers.

a flashy postcard showcasing the

with its message emblazoned across

many colors and shades from the new

origami fish-and got a 75% open rate.

that have an additional dimension beyond

line. Or you could send a dimensional

This is the power of dimensional

length and width. They can be boxes,

mailer with an interior well into which

mail. It unleashes creativity and creates

padded envelopes, tubes, or any other

are tucked samples so buyers can try

a level of engagement beyond what

type of container. They can contain a

the product right then and there. Both

traditional mail can do. It also screams,

combination of written content, such

approaches include a coupon to entice

"I'm special!" in a way that gets past

as letters, brochures, or booklets, or

recipients to make their first purchase,

gatekeepers and reaches higher-level

other dimensional objects such as

but if it were you, which approach

executives. There is a higher design and

branded promotional items or gifts.

would you most likely to respond to?

postage cost, but with a near 100% open

Dimensional mailers are any mailers

This approach is used across many
industries. Chocolatiers might include

rate, the payoff can be significant.
Want to see if it works? Try it!

samples of their various confections.

Go Dimensional!
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Colleges and universities might send
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As the Economy Heats Up,
What’s Your Marketing Plan?

Let’s look at five

3. SET YOUR
TACTICS

4. CREATE A
CALENDAR

steps to creating

What specific,

Decide when you want

actionable steps do

to mail or e-blast and

a smart, effective

you need to take to

work your production

5. SET YOUR
BUDGET

accomplish these

schedule backwards

How much can you

goals? Which marketing

from there. This will help

spend? If you want to

channels (direct mail,

you avoid bottlenecks

use that over-sized

email, social or mobile

or delays. For example, if

mailer, for example,

media) are most likely

you want to promote a

you might need to

to resonate with your

back-to-school sale, you

trim your run length

target audience? Are

want to make sure that

to accommodate the

there local events,

the design phase won't

increased print and

such as fall festivals

fall during your designer's

postage costs. Or you

marketing plan...

1. IDENTIFY
YOUR GOALS

2. PICK YOUR
TARGET AUDIENCE

or sporting events,

summer vacation or

might send an email

that you want to tie

that any special finishing

blast first, then mail

The first step is to

Who are you marketing

in to? Do you need to

techniques won't push

only to nonresponders.

identify your goals. For

to? Focus your

purchase additional

your mail date too

example, these goals

efforts on a specific

data in order to create

close to Labor Day.

might look like this:

group. This might

the right content? What

Boost in-store

be your most active

metrics are you going

sales by 10% by the

customers. It might

to use to track results?

end of the year.

be lapsed customers

Increase curbside

with whom you want

pick-up orders by 25%

to re-engage, or new

between Thanksgiving

customers within a

and Christmas.

specific ZIP Code.

Increase participation
in loyalty programs
from 40% to 75%
in three months.

As consumer spending

If you've been hunkered

planning to blast a few more

picks up and the engine of

down in your marketing,

emails around the holidays

the U.S. economy starts

it's time to rev it up again!

is great, but it isn't a plan. A

to hum, marketers are

Do you have a plan?

plan is a thoughtful, strategic

the second half of the year.

Tweaking your spring
postcard for a fall mailing or

as possible.

Creating a marketing plan isn’t
difficult. It just takes time and
thought. Need ideas? Our business
development experts are here to help.

approach based on clearly
defined marketing goals.
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cautiously optimistic about

Be as specific
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T

hrough the power of

brand's commitment

technology, labels can

to social issues.

come alive. Interactive

technologies such as
QR Codes, augmented
reality (AR), and nearfield communications
(NFC) allow businesses

INTERACTIVE
LABELS:

to bridge the physical
and digital worlds. These

Use of AR and QR

Gone are the days that
food and product labels
are limited to branding
and identification.
Today, labels can
do much more.

As the trend toward
interactive print continues,
labels are becoming an
exciting marketing tool
that engages buyers and
creates differentiation.

Codes is growing on
the labels of toy and
game packaging, as well.
Shoppers can be taken
to videos of the game or
toy in use, or if they're
considering the purchase

tools draw buyers into

of a new video game,

video, animation, and

use AR to experience a

simulations so they

simplified version of the

can experience your

games before buying it.

products in new ways.

Another growing

Wineries are known for this. They will often add QR Codes

The Power of Engagement

technology is NFC, which uses radio waves to share

that, when scanned with the camera on a customer's mobile

communication between two devices. Johnny Walker used

phone, take them to content such as virtual tours of the

NFC-enabled labels on its Blue Label whiskey to both track

vineyards' wine-making process or the region in which the

bottles for logistics purposes and send personalized messages

grapes are grown. 19 Crimes Wine took this a step further,

to customers who purchase their product.

using AR to bring to life the hand-drawn characters on its

While creating interactive labels might sound like a daunting

labels, turning each static image into a live animation that tells

task, it doesn't have to be. Whether you are selling beauty

the story of the "true crime" after which the wine is named.

supplies or lawnmowers, the software and processes

Interactivity is increasing on food labels, as well. QR Codes

are becoming mainstream. As they do,

and AR are used to take shoppers to recipes, connect directly

this opens new opportunities for

to loyalty programs, or engage shoppers with video, such

businesses of all sizes,

as showing the product's journey

including yours.

from farm to the store. 1850
Coffee uses a QR Code
to allow customers to
discover where their
coffee beans are
grown, processed,
exported, and
roasted, a critical
brand differentiator
for coffee drinkers
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who care about a

Use this QR Code to
watch videos from
19 Crimes Wine!
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